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George Herbert: The Collar ()
I struck the board, and cry'd, No more. I will abroad. What?
shall I ever sigh and pine? My lines and life are free; free
as the rode, Loose as the winde, as large as .
A Short Analysis of George Herbert’s ‘The Collar’ |
Interesting Literature
The Collar. By George Herbert. I struck the board, and cried,
"No more;. I will abroad! What? shall I ever sigh and pine? My
lines and life are free, free as the road.
The Collar by George Herbert - Poems | Academy of American
Poets
In "The Collar," the speaker is complaining about the
constraints of living a moral and virtuous life. In the first
two lines, he decides he has had enough, striking a.
George Herbert: The Collar ()
I struck the board, and cry'd, No more. I will abroad. What?
shall I ever sigh and pine? My lines and life are free; free
as the rode, Loose as the winde, as large as .

To slip the collar - definition of To slip the collar by The
Free Dictionary
The Collar: Stories of Irish Priests is a compilation of Frank
O'Connor's celebrated stories about Irish clergy. It includes
one story only previously available.
Clerical collar - Wikipedia
A clerical collar, clergy collar, or Roman collar, is an item
of Christian clerical clothing. The collar closes at the back
of the neck, presenting a seamless front.
George Herbert – A poem a day: ‘The Collar' |
FifteenEightyFour | Cambridge University Press
The title can be taken as a collar of restraint (although
priests in Herbert's day did not wear the white collar so
familiar in our day), an expression of choler (anger).
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The clerical tab is almost always white and was originally
made of cotton or linen but is The Collar frequently made of
plastic. Accordingly, he comes to his next question - if he
still possibly has time to recover what he's already lost. But
the garter was naturally shy, and did not know how to answer
such a question. Findadegreethatfitsyourgoals. Sign in with
Facebook Other Sign in options. Search Namespaces Page
Discussion. Serena Southerlyn Dianne Wiest
TutoringSolutionBusinessLaw:Notso,myheart:As is typical of
Herbert, the title is packed with meaning and reveals the
complexity of the poem.
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